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Abstract 

Coding, robotic, history and Europeana resources unite in this project. Its final goal is to develop a map 

where Anprino robots programmed by the students would stage a mock-battle in a map representing 

Forte do Estrangeiro, a Napoleonic-era defensive fortification which is near the school. With the fictional 

scenario where French and Anglo-Portuguese robots fought a battle, students have to mobilize 

knowledge about Portuguese history, local heritage, coding and robotics in ICT, as well as arts and 

science while developing a playful scenario in which Europeana is the main resource for any references 

needed. 
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Table of summary 

Table of summary  

Subject ICT; History; Science; Arts; Physical Education 

Topic ICT: Coding and Robotics, Online Search, Collaborative Project Workflow 
History: Peninsular Wars (Napoleonic); Local Heritage 
Art: Drawing, Color, Painting Techniques 
Science: Geology, Types of Vegetation, Local geomorphology 
PE: Trekking 

Age of students 11-12 

Preparation time About one hour to prepare, but this project requires several classes to 
complete. 

Teaching time History, Art, Science, PE: 2-3hours 
ICT: 8-9 hours  

Online teaching 
material  

Europeana; Display.land.  

Offline teaching 
material 

Digital tools: Ardublockly for Anprino, Display.land, 3DC.io.  
Materials: Anprino Robots, 3D printer and PLA filament, large sheets of 
paper, painting material, glue, screws. 
 

Europeana resources 
used 

Resources pertinent to the Napoleonic Era (characters, soldiers, weapons, 
uniforms, military insignia, national flags, documents). Two examples: 
Napoleão Bonaparte 
https://www.europeana.eu/pt/item/10501/bib_rnod_219763 

https://www.europeana.eu/pt/item/10501/bib_rnod_219763
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General General Junot about Portugal 
https://www.europeana.eu/pt/item/10501/bib_rnod_237312 

Licenses 

Attribution CC BY. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even 

commercially, as long as they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of 

licenses offered. Recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials. 

Integration into the curriculum 

ICT: coding and robotics - programming tangible objects; using programming environments; 

computational thinking; online search and information management. 

History: Peninsular (Napoleonic) Wars. 

Science: Types of plants; Local Geography. 

PE: Trekking 

Arts: 2D composition; Project work. 

Aim of the lesson 

At the end of this projects, students should be able to plan a successful online search strategy using 

Europeana resources; understanding local heritage in relation to global history; code a robot to 

complete a pre-defined task; understanding the impact of French invasions in the Napoleonic era on the 

local and global contexts. 

Outcome of the lesson 

The main outcome of this project is a map that replicates Forte do Estrangeiro, a Napoleonic wars era 

fort. In it, robots coded by the pupils will perform a mock battle, simulating a peninsular wars military 

encounter between French invaders and Anglo Portuguese defenders. Robots may include era-specific 

weapons and insignia, as well as mechanical parts such as claws. The map will also include 3D models of 

French and Anglo Portuguese soldiers, cutouts of historic figures, 3d models of era-specific weapons and 

defensive structures. 

As a side project, some students will be tasked to help in a 3D scanning project, using mobile phones to 

capture parts of Forte do Estrangeiro in 3D.  

Trends 

Project-based learning; playful learning. 

21st century skills 

Learning and Innovation Skills (critical thinking, communication, collaboration and creativity); 

Information, Media and Technology Skills; Coding, robotics and digital manufacturing. 

https://www.europeana.eu/pt/item/10501/bib_rnod_237312
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Activities 

Name of 
activity 

Procedure Time 

Discover 
Europeana 

Discovering and understanding how to use Europeana resources in a 
structured online search activity, ICT class. 

2 hours 

History French Napoleonic invasions  1 hour 

History Field trip to Forte do Estrangeiro 2 hour 

Arts Creating Maps of Forte do Estrangeiro 3 weekly 
classes 

Science Field trip to Forte do Estrangeiro, analysing flora and geography. 2 hours 

PE Trekking - field trip to Forte do Estrangeiro 2 hours 

ICT 
Combat 
Robots I 

Computational thinking activity: brainstorm to self-organize groups and 
decompose the larger problem - create a robotic battle, into trackable 
elements - code the robots, design soldiers and weapons, create cut-outs of 
historical characters, design the map. 

1 hour 

ICT 
Combat 
Robots II 

Activity split into several groups: 
- understand the Ardublockly for Anprino coding environment, and develop 
code for the combat robots; 
- use Europeana to research about soldiers from the Napoleonic era 
(French, English, Portuguese), used as visual references for 3D modelling; 
- use Europeana to research about flags and military insignia from the 
Napoleonic era (French, English, Portuguese), used to create accessories for 
the scenario and robots; 
- use Europeana to research about weaponry from the Napoleonic era 
(French, English, Portuguese), used as visual references for 3D modelling; 
When the schools closed due to the Covid-19 outbreak in Portugal, pupils 
were at the initial stages of this activity. 

8 hours 
(proposed) 

Robot Vs 
Robot: A 
staged 
battle 

Concatenation of all the activities, staging a mock-battle between French 
and Anglo Portuguese forces at Forte do Estrangeiro, using robots. 

1 hour 
(proposed) 

Assessment 

PiNG methodology (stands for Progress, Needs and Goals, and... there's no I in team, a mentorship and 

assessment tool design for hackathons): At the end of each session, groups had to present an oral report 

detailing its progress in the chosen tasks, as well as felt needs and problems. This was a general group 

session, where groups were encouraged to share and learn collectively about problems and discuss 

solutions. 

******************************* AFTER IMPLEMENTATION ******************************** 
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Student feedback 

PiNG methodology, continuous mentorship feedback (see assessment to learn more about this method). 

Teacher’s remarks 

Due to the coronavirus outbreak, this learning scenario was not completed. At the time of school 

closure, all activities on other participant areas other than ICT were completed. In ICT class, students 

were beginning coding and research using Europeana activities to begin development of the final stage 

of this months-long project. Is the project feasible? If classes went as predicted, at the middle of June 

we would have a completed learning scenario for coding and robotics where Europeana resources 

would be essential. The proposed timings and rhythm of work of involved students allow us to believe 

that, if not for pandemic emergency school shutdown, this project would have been successfully 

completed within the allocated period. 

About the Europeana DSI-4 project 

Europeana is Europe’s digital platform for cultural heritage, providing free online access to over 53 

million digitised items drawn from Europe’s museums, archives, libraries and galleries. The Europeana 

DSI-4 project continues the work of the previous three Europeana Digital Service Infrastructures (DSIs). 

It is the fourth iteration with a proven record of accomplishment in creating access, interoperability, 

visibility and use of European cultural heritage in the five target markets outlined: European Citizens, 

Education, Research, Creative Industries and Cultural Heritage Institutions. 

European Schoolnet (EUN) is the network of 34 European Ministries of Education, based in Brussels. As a 

not-for-profit organisation, EUN aims to bring innovation in teaching and learning to its key 

stakeholders: Ministries of Education, schools, teachers, researchers, and industry partners. European 

Schoolnet’s task in the Europeana DSI-4 project is to continue and expand the Europeana Education 

Community. 

  

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
http://www.eun.org/home
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Annex 

 


